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Abstract
Let A denote the eigenprojection of a matrix A corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. We
characterize matrices B such that B D A , and derive from the results: (1) error bounds for
the Drazin inverse of a perturbation, (2) improvement of error bounds given recently by Wei
[10], Wei and Wang [11] and Castro González et al. [4], and (3) a new characterization of EP
matrices. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
LetR.A/,N.A/, .A/ and r.A/ denote the range, nullspace, spectrum and spec-
tral radius of A 2 Cdd . The index of A 2 Cdd is the least nonnegative integer k D
ind.A/ such thatN.Ak/ DN.AkC1/; then Cd DN.Ak/ R.Ak/ [2, Chapter 7],
and the eigenprojection AofA (corresponding to the eigenvalue 0) is the uniquely
determined idempotent matrix with
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R.A/ DN.Ak/ and N.A/ D R.Ak/: (1.1)
The following characterization of eigenprojections is a consequence of [6, The-
orem 2.3].
Lemma 1.1. Let A;P 2 Cdd . Then P D A if and only if
P 2 D P; AP D PA; .AP/ D f0g; A C P is nonsingular: (1.2)
By [2, Theorem 7.2.1], for each matrix A 2 Cdd there exists a core-nilpotent
(block) form
A D Q−1 diag.A1; A2/Q;
A1 2 Cmm nonsingular; A2 nilpotent; 0 6 m 6 d: (1.3)
Either block Ai may be empty. Using (1.2) it is easy to verify that A D Q−1
diag.0; I /Q.
Relative to the form (1.3), the core part CA and the nilpotent part NA of A are
defined by
CA D Q−1 diag.A1; 0/Q; NA D Q−1 diag.0; A2/Q; (1.4)
respectively. The Drazin inverse of A is defined by
AD D Q−1 diag.A−11 ; 0/Q: (1.5)
To prove that CA, NA and AD are well defined, verify the equations
CA D Q−1 diag.A1; 0/Q D A.I − A/;
NA D Q−1 diag.0; A2/Q D AA;
AD D Q−1 diag.A−11 ; 0/Q (1.6)
D .A C A/−1.I − A/
D .I − A/.A C A/−1:
By (1.1) and (1.6),
R.AD/ D R.I − A/ D R.Ak/; N.AD/ DN.I − A/ DN.Ak/; (1.7)
where k D ind.A/.
Convention 1.2. Throughout this paper A 2 Cdd and the notations Q, Ai and m
have the meaning given them in (1.3). Further, for any B 2 Cdd , Bij for i; j 2
f1; 2g denote the blocks such that B D Q−1.Bij /Q with B11 2 Cmm; Bi will stand
for Bii .
The main purpose of our paper is to determine when A D B and apply these
conditions to perturbations of the Drazin inverse and related topics.
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2. Characterization of matrices with the same eigenprojection
Here we characterize matrices B 2 Cdd with B D A .
Theorem 2.1. Let A 2 Cdd . The following conditions on B 2 Cdd are equiva-
lent:
(i) A D B ;
(ii) AB D BA; BA is nilpotent and B C A is nonsingular;
(iii) B1 is invertible, B2 is nilpotent and Bij D 0 for i =D j ;
(iv) I C AD.B − A/ is nonsingular, AB D BAandBA is nilpotent;
(v) BD D .I C AD.B − A//−1AD;
(vi) BD − AD D AD.A − B/BD.
Proof. We observe that AB D BA implies
B D Q−1 diag.B1; B2/Q: (2.1)
Indeed, from A D Q−1 diag.0; I /Q,
0 0
B21 B2

D AB D BA D

0 B12
0 B2

;
that is, B12 D 0 D B21.
In view of Lemma 1.1, (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(ii) ) (iii): B1 is nonsingular because B C A D Q−1 diag.B1; B2 C I/Q is, and
B2 is nilpotent since BA D Q−1 diag.0; B2/Q is.
(iii) ) (iv): A calculation gives
I C AD.B − A/ D Q−1 diag.A−11 B1; I /Q; (2.2)
which is nonsingular. The remaining two equations are easily verified.
(iv) ) (v): B1 is nonsingular because the left-hand side of (2.2) is assumed to
be. Since BA D Q−1 diag.0; B2/Q is nilpotent, so is B2. Hence (2.1) is a core-
nilpotent form for B, and
.I C AD.B − A//BD DQ−1 diag.A−11 B1; I / diag.B−11 ; 0/Q
DQ−1 diag.A−11 ; 0/Q D AD:
(v) ) (vi) is verified by a calculation.
(vi) ) (i): From AD D .I − AD.A − B//BD we have N.BD/ N.AD/, and
BD D AD.I C .A − B/BD/ impliesR.BD/  R.AD/. Then
d D nullity.BD/ C rank.BD/ 6 nullity.AD/ C rank.AD/ D d:
HenceN.AD/ DN.BD/, R.AD/ D R.BD/. By (1.7) and (1.1), A D B . 
Remark 2.2. It is not hard to show that conditions (iv)–(vi) of the preceding theo-
rem have the following equivalent versions:
(iv)0 I C .B − A/AD is nonsingular, AB D BA and BA is nilpotent;
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(v)0 BD D AD.I C .B − A/AD/−1;
(vi)0 BD − AD D BD.A − B/AD.
Now we specialize to the case where A and B have the same nilpotent part. This
is an important special case in applications. The rank condition (vii) of the following
corollary can often be verified directly.
Corollary 2.3. Let A 2 Cdd . The following conditions on B 2 Cdd satisfying
AB D AA are equivalent:
(i) A D B ;
(ii) AB D BA and B C A is nonsingular;
(iii) B1 is invertible, B2 D A2 and Bij D 0 for i =D j ;
(iv) AB D BA and I C AD.B − A/ is nonsingular;
(v) BD D .I C AD.B − A//−1AD;
(vi) BD − AD D AD.A − B/BD;
(vii) AB D BA and rank.A/ D rank.B/.
If AB D AA and any one of (i)–(vii) holds, then NA D NB and ind.A/ D ind.B/.
Proof. By the equivalence of (i), (iii), (v) and (vi) in Theorem 2.1, AB D BA
may be viewed, at least implicitly, as part of each (i)–(vii). Then BA D AB D
AA, which is nilpotent, so the condition that BA is nilpotent is at least implicitly
part of each (i)–(vii). Hence conditions (i)–(vi) are equivalent by Theorem 2.1. In all
cases
B D Q−1 diag.B1; A2/Q: (2.3)
From (i) we know that B1 is nonsingular, so (vii) holds. The rank condition in
(vii) implies B1 is nonsingular, so (i) holds. To prove the last sentence: ind.A/ D
ind.A2/ D ind.B/. 
3. Perturbation of the Drazin inverse
The continuity of the Drazin inverse without explicit error bounds was studied in
[1–5,8–11].
It is known that, if A and An are matrices in Cdd such that An ! A, then
ADn ! AD () An ! A: (3.1)
Numerical estimates for kBD − ADk have been obtained in the case that a matrix
B has a core-nilpotent form
B D Q−1 diag.A1 C E1; A2 C E2/Q; (3.2)
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where either E2 D 0 (see [10,11]) or A2E2 D E2A2 and E2 is nilpotent (see [4]). In
this section, we derive error estimates for kBD − ADk whenever A D B , that is,
whenever A1 C E1 is invertible and A2 C E2 is nilpotent.
From this point on we assume that kk is a matrix norm in Cdd (which need not
satisfy kIk D 1). Thus kA C Bk 6 kAk C kBk, k−Ak D kAk and kABk 6 kAkkBk
for any A; B 2 Cdd .
Theorem 3.1. Let A; B 2 Cdd with A D B . Then
kADk
1 C kAD.B − A/k 6 kB
Dk: (3.3)
If kAD.B − A/k < 1; then
kBDk 6 kA
Dk
1 − kAD.B − A/k (3.4)
and
kBD − ADk
kADk 6
kAD.B − A/k
1 − kAD.B − A/k : (3.5)
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 (vi), BD − AD D AD.A − B/BD. Apply the norm to AD D
BD C AD.B − A/BD to obtain (3.3). Let kAD.A − B/k < 1. Apply the norm to
BD D AD C AD.A − B/BD to obtain kBDk 6 kADk C kAD.A − B/kkBDk, and
consequently (3.4). Finally apply the norm to BD − AD D AD.A − B/.AD C
.BD − AD// to first obtain
kBD − ADk 6 kAD.B − A/k.kADk C kBD − ADk/
and then (3.5). 
Remark 3.2. Of course A D B could be replaced with any of the equivalent
formulations discussed above.
Remark 3.3. If kADkkB − Ak < 1 in the preceding theorem, then (3.5) becomes
kBD − ADk
kADk 6
kAD.B − A/k
1 − kAD.B − A/k 6
D.A/D
1 − D.A/D ;
where D.A/ D kADkkAk is the Drazin condition number of A and where D D
kB − Ak=kAk.
Remark 3.4. In [4, Theorem 2.3], (3.5) was proved assuming E D B − A satisfies
kADEk < 1; (3.6)
AADE D EAAD; (3.7)
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Ek D AADEk for some k 2 N; (3.8)
AE.I − AAD/ D EA.I − AAD/: (3.9)
Conditions (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) say, respectively, Eij D 0 for i =D j , E2 is nilpo-
tent of order k, and A2E2 D E2A2. Then B has the form (3.2) with A2 C E2 nilpo-
tent. Condition (3.6) implies I C ADE invertible. Then (2.2) shows B1 D A1 C E1
is invertible. Hence A D B and Theorem 3.1 applies giving [4, Theorem 2.3].
Remark 3.5. The first part of
AADEAAD D E and kADEk < 1 (W)
says that E12; E21 and E2 are 0. Hence, as in Remark 3.4, B1 D A1 C E1 is in-
vertible, and Theorem 3.1 applies. So Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [11] follow from our
Theorem 3.1.
4. Bounds for kB]k, kB]Bk, kB] − ADk and kB]B − ADAk
Here, we show that the norm bounds proved in [10] by assuming that ind.A/ D 1
are also valid when ind.A/ is not 1. We recall that AD is called the group inverse if
ind.A/ 6 1; it is usually denoted by A]. First we generalize [10, Lemma 2.3].
Lemma 4.1. If A 2 Cdd is singular, then
kADAk D kI − ADAk;
where kAk D r.AHA/1=2 is the spectral norm of A.
Proof. Let k D ind.A/ and B D Ak. Then ind.B/ D 1 since A is singular, so by [10,
Lemma 2.3] kB]Bk D kI − B]Bk. Since ADA D .ADA/k DB]B, we are done. 
The next result is a generalization of [10, Theorem 4.2].
Theorem 4.2. Let kk be the spectral norm and let A 2 Cdd be singular with
ind.A/ D k. Let B satisfy ind.B/ 6 1; rank.B/ D rank.Ak/; and let kADkkB − Ak
< .1 C kADAk/−1. Then, writing E D B − A;
kB]k 6 kADk 1 − kA
DkkEk
.1 − kADkkEk − kADkkEkkAADk/2 (4.1)
and
kB]Bk 6 kADAk 1 − kA
DkkEk C kADkkEkkAADk
1 − kADkkEk − kADkkEkkAADk : (4.2)
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Proof. First, we need to verify the formulae for B] and BB] given in [10, Theorem
4.1] under the assumptions of our theorem when A] is replaced everywhere by AD.
For this, we modify the matrix C defined in the proof of [10, Theorem 4.1] by writing
C D P−1AP D diag.D;N/;
where D is invertible and N is nilpotent. Then all the calculations in the proof of
[10, Theorem 4.1] carry through with modifications to account for the change in C.
In order that the formula for .C C F/D can be expressed in the form required in
[10, Lemma 2.2], we need the assumption ind.C C F/ D ind.B/ D 1, where F D
P−1EP . Then the formulae of [10, Theorem 4.1] hold with the modifications de-
scribed above.
We then proceed as in the proof of [10, Theorem 4.2] replacing A] everywhere
by AD, and employing our Lemma 4.1 instead of [10, Lemma 2.3]. The result then
follows. 
Example 4.3. We display a class of matrices A and B to which Theorem 4.2 ap-
plies but [10, Theorem 4.2] does not because ind.A/ > 1. Let 0 < m < d − 1, let
M 2 Cmm be nonsingular and of (spectral) norm 1 with the smallest singular value
4p > 0, and let N 2 C.d−m/.d−m/ be nilpotent of index k > 1 and norm 1. Set
A D diag.M;pN/ and B D diag..1 C p/M; 0/. These are core-nilpotent forms of
A and B. Then A is singular, ind.B/ D 1, rank.B/ D rank. diag.Mk; 0// D rank.Ak/,
kADk D k diag.M−1; 0/k D 1=.4p/ (the spectral norm is the largest singular value),
kB − Ak D k diag.pM;−pN/k D p. Hence kADkkB − Ak D 1=4 < 1=2 D
.1 C kADAk/−1, satisfying the last of the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.
The following corollary generalizes [10, Theorem 4.5], and is obtained by a sim-
ilar argument as the preceding theorem.
Corollary 4.4. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem,
kB] − ADk
kADk 6
1 − kADkkEk C kADkkEkkAADk
.1 − kADkkEk − kADkkEkkAADk/4

n
.1 − kADkkEk − kADkkEkkAADk/2
CkAADk.1 C .1 − kADkkEk
−kADkkEkkAADk/3/
o
(4.3)
and
kB]B − ADAk
kADAk 6
kADkkEk.1 − kADkkEk/.2 − kADkkEk/
.1 − kADkkEk − kADkkEkkADAk/2 : (4.4)
The upper bounds obtained in this section generalize for unrestricted ind.A/ a re-
sult of Campbell and Meyer [3] which Wei [10] extended assuming that ind.A/ D 1.
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The formulae for B] and B]B that we obtained as modifications of the corresponding
formulae in [10, Theorem 4.1] further generalize Meyer’s results [7].
5. EP matrices
A matrix A 2 Cdd is called an EP matrix if R.A/ D R.AH/. According to [2,
Theorem 4.3.1], A is EP if and only if in the core-nilpotent form (1.3), Q can be
unitary and A2 D 0. From this, we can deduce that A is EP if and only if
AA D 0 and .A/H D A: (5.1)
We note that AA D 0 is equivalent to ind.A/ 6 1.
EP matrices are of interest since they commute with their Moore–Penrose inverses
[2, Definition 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.1]. This property is the key for the following
result which gives a condition ensuring that a perturbation of an EP matrix is again
EP, and establishes error bounds for the Moore–Penrose inverse of the perturbation.
Theorem 5.1. Let A 2 Cdd be an EP matrix and let B D A C E, where E satisfies
condition .W/. Then B is also EP, and
kB† − A†k
kA†k 6
kA†Ek
1 − kA†Ek :
Proof. By Remark 3.5, the inequality is true for Drazin inverses and B satisfies
(3.2) with E2 D 0 and A1 C E1 invertible. Since A is EP, Q is unitary and B2 D
A2 D 0. So B is EP also and since Drazin and Moore–Penrose inverses coincide for
EP matrices by [2, Theorem 7.3.4], we are done. 
Here is a new characterization of EP matrices.
Theorem 5.2. Let A 2 Cdd . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A is EP;
(ii) .AH/DAH D ADA and ADAAH D AH;
(iii) ADAAH D AH D AHADA and I C AH − ADA is nonsingular;
(iv) ADAAH D AH D AHADA and I C ADAH − ADA is nonsingular.
Proof. We show that conditions (i)–(iv) of the theorem can be rewritten in the fol-
lowing equivalent forms:
(i)0 AA D 0 and .A/H D A ;
(ii)0 .AH/ D A and AAH D 0 D AHA ;
(iii)0 AAH D 0 D AHA and AH C A is nonsingular;
(iv)0 I C AD.AH − A/ is nonsingular and AAH D 0 D AHA .
Equivalence of (i) and (i)0 is (5.1).
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Note that we have .A/H D .AH/ , .AD/H D .AH/D, A D I − ADA. From (ii) we
get
.AH/
 D .A/H D .I − AAD/H D I − .AH/DAH D I − ADA D A;
AAH D .I − ADA/AH D AH − ADAAH D 0
and
AHA D AH − AHADA D AH − AH.AH/DAH
D AH − .AH/DAHAH D AH − ADAAH D AAH D 0:
Thus (ii) implies (ii)0. The reverse implication and the equivalence of (iii) with
(iii)0 and (iv) with (iv)0 follow easily from B D I − BDB. Then, we apply Theorem
2.1 (i)–(iv) with B D AH to conclude that conditions (i)–(iv) of the present theorem
are equivalent. 
Conditions (v) and (vi) of Theorem 2.1 can also be used to produce new charac-
terizations of EP matrices; we do not include them as they appear more technical.
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